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Abstract 
We define embeddings between concept classes that are meant to reflect certain aspects of 
their combinatorial structure. Furthermore, we introduce a notion of uniwrsul concept chssrs ~ 
classes into which any member of a given family of classes can be embedded. These universal 
classes play a role similar to that played in computational complexity by languages that are 
hard for a given complexity class. We show that classes of half-spaces in [w” are universal with 
respect to families of algebraically defined classes. 
We present some combinatorial parameters along which the family of classes of a given 
VC-dimension can be grouped into sub-families. We use these parameters to investigate the 
existence of embeddings and the scope of universality of classes. We view the formulation of 
these parameters and the related questions that they raise as a significant component in this work. 
A second theme in our work is the notion of sample compression schemes. Intuitively, a class 
C has a sample compression scheme if for any finite sample, labeled according to a member 
of C, there exists a short sub-sample so that the labels of the full sample can be reconstructed 
from this sub-sample. 
By demonstrating the existence of certain compression schemes for the classes of half-spaces 
the existence of similar compression schemes for every class embeddable in half-spaces readily 
follows. We apply this approach to prove the existence of compression schemes for all ‘geometric 
concept classes’. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
0. Introduction 
This paper introduces a partial order on set systems that comes to reflect certain 
aspects of their combinatorial richness. Much like the partial order of polynomial re- 
ducibility among computable languages, our combinatorial complexity partial order is 
based upon a notion of embeddings among set systems. Furthermore, we introduce a 
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notion of universal set systems that plays a role similar to that played in computational 
complexity by languages that are hard for a given complexity class. 
Several parameters defined for a set system may be viewed as reflecting some aspects 
of the combinatorial richness of the system. Most notable among these parameters is the 
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension. Some other examples originating from computational 
learning theory are: 
l The sample complexity of learning a concept class (in learning theory the term 
‘concept class’ is used for a set system, we use both terms interchageably). 
l The size of the minimal compression scheme for a class. (We shall discuss several 
types of compression schemes, in the spirit of the schemes discussed by the Floyd 
and Warmuth [8], each of these schemes gives rise to its own parameter). 
l The optimal mistake bound for learning the class online (sometimes called ‘the 
K-dimension’). 
Each of these parameters induces a partial order over the family of concept classes. 
The partial orders we introduce here refine each of the partial orders induced by these 
parameters. In other words, if one class is embeddable in another (with respect to the 
embeddings discussed in this paper) then the value of each of the above parameters 
for the embedded class is at most the value this parameter has for the class it is em- 
bedded in. 
Consequently, by demonstrating the existence of a certain compression scheme for a 
concept class which is universal for a given family of concept classes, the existence of 
similar compression schemes for all members of the family readily follows. We apply 
this approach to prove existence of compression schemes for all ‘geometric concept 
classes’ (a notion that will be defined precisely later). 
Our investigation of the embedding relation among concept classes raises some basic 
questions concerning the structure of classes (or set systems) having a finite VC- 
dimension. We present some combinatorial parameters according to which the family 
of classes of a given VC-dimension can be grouped into sub-families. We believe that 
part of the contribution of this paper lies in the formulation of these parameters and 
in calling attention to the related questions, that seem to be both new and intriguing. 
Embeddings of concept classes have been previously introduced in the context of 
computational learning theory. Pitt and Warmuth [14] introduce a notion of ‘prediction- 
preserving reductions’ for concept classes. Their aim is to define computationally ef- 
ficient reductions among prediction problems. Consequently, their notion of reduction 
includes computational constraints. We shift the focus of the discussion from computa- 
tional complexity issues to the combinatorial structure of classes. Our basic notion of 
embedding is similar to the Pitt-Wannuth reductions stripped off of their computational 
constraints. We introduce our notions of embeddings in Section 1 and in Section 2 we 
prove the universality of certain geometric classes and apply it to get some insight into 
the structure of algebraically defined classes. 
Sample compression schemes were first introduced by Littlestone and Warmuth [12] 
and studied extensively by Floyd [7] and Floyd and Warmuth [8]. These papers estab- 
lish close relationships between compression schemes and learning and provide sample 
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compression schemes for several families of concept classes. For geometric classes, 
[8] prove the existence of finite-size compression schemes for some sub-classes of 
the class of half-spaces in iw” and [7] presents compression schemes for the classes 
of rectangles and triangles in [w2. In Section 3 we define several variants of sample 
compression schemes and discuss basic properties of such schemes. In Section 4. we 
introduce strong compression schemes for the (full) classes of half-spaces in [w”, and 
finite-size compression schemes for any class of geometric objects in [Fe”. 
1. Embeddings of concept classes 
1. I. Sm~r preliminaries on classes and VC-dimension 
Commonly, a concept class is defined as a collection of subsets of some domain 
set. For our purposes it will be instructive to define concept classes in a way that 
emphasizes the symmetry between ‘concepts’ and domain points. 
Definition 1. 
A concept class is a triple C = (X, Y,R) where X,Y are arbitrary sets and R is a 
binary relation, R CX x Y, we call X the domain of C. 
A concept in such a class R is a subset of X of the form c) = {x E X: (x,,v) E R}, 
for some y E Y. 
A collection C of subsets of X shatters a set A CX if, for every B CA there exists 
some s E C such that snA = B. 
The VC-dimension of a class C = (X, Y, R) is the supremum over all sizes of finite 
subsets of X shattered by {c,.: y E Y}. 
The dual class of a concept class C = (X, Y, R) is the class CD = (Y,X, RD), where 
R” C Y x X is defined by (y,x) E RD ej (x, y) E R. Note that a concept class C 
may be represented as a matrix over (0, 1} whose (y,x)‘s entry is 1 iff (x,y) E R 
(to conform with common representations of concept classes as matrices, we chose 
to have rows corresponding to concepts-members of Y, and columns representing 
instances- members of X). If A,. is a matrix that represents a class C then its 
transposed matrix. A: represents the dual class, CD. 
Definition 2. For a pair of classes, C = (X, Y, R) and C’ = (X’, Y’, R’), 
We say that C’ is a subclass of C if X’ C: X, Y’ C Y and R’ is the restriction of R 
to X’ x Y’. 
Assuming X = X’ and Y f~ Y’ = 8, we define the union of the classes, C U C’ = 
(X,YuY’,RUR’). 
A class C is jinite if both X and Y are finite sets. 
For any A CX, denote by CIA the subclass of C obtained by restricting C to the 
domain set A, i.e., CIA = (A, Y,R n (A x Y)). 
Let F(C) denote the representation of C as a class of boolean functions on X: 
F(C) = {f, : Y E Y> 
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where, for any y E Y, 
.fy(X) = { l if (x, Y) E R 0 otherwise. 
The basic combinatorial result concerning classes of finite VC-dimension is Sauer’s 
lemma [15]. 
Lemma 1 (Sauer [ 151). If a class C = (X, Y, R) has a jinite VC- dimension, d, then 
for every jinite A LX, 
IP(q4)I G 2 (1;‘) 
i=O 
(We use the convention (7) = Ofor i > m). 
We shall also need the following consequence of Sauer’s lemma, 
Claim 1. For every pair of classes, CO = (X, Yo,Ro), Cl = (X, Yl,Rl) (over the same 
domain set X), VC-dim (CO U Cl)<2 max{VC-dim(Co),VC-dim(C1)) + 1. 
Proof. Let k = max (VC-dim(Co), VC-dim(Ct )), and assume, for contradiction, that 
VC-dim(Co u Ct ) > 2k + 1. Let A be a subset of X of cardinality 2k + 2 shattered by 
CoUCl. This implies IF((COUCI )jA)I =22k+2 = g:;* ( 2k,2 ) = ( y;;) +2 g=, ( y ) . 
Hence, for some i E (0, l}, IF((Ci)IA)I > Cfzo (“T’). But, by Sauer’s lemma, 
IF((Ci)IA)I < 5 (“7’) ; a contradiction. q 
i=O 
1.2. Embedding of classes 
We turn now to the central tool of this paper - the notions of embeddings among 
concept classes. We define four variants of embeddings. Our basic definition (1 in the 
definition below) is similar to the definition of ‘prediction-preserving reductions’ of 
Pitt and Warmuth [14] striped off of its computational constraints. As this paper con- 
siders combinatorial structure rather than computational complexity, these constraints 
are irrelevant to our discussion. 
Definition 3. Given concept classes, C = (X, Y, R) and C’ = (X’, Y’, R’), 
1. 
2. 
An embedding of C into C’ is a pair of functions, (7~ : X H X’, r : Y H Y’), such 
that for every x E X, y E Y, (x, y) E R iff(rc(x), z(y)) E R’. 
A generalized embedding of C in c’ is a pair of functions, (z : X H X’, z : Y w Y’), 
and a function u : X H (0, 1 } satisfying, for every x E X, y E Y, 
if o(x) = 0 then (x, y) E R iff (n(x), z(y)) E R’, 
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and 
if a(x) = 1 then (x, y) E R iff (n(x),r(_~)) $! R’. 
3. A class C = (X, Y,R) is weukly emheddahle in a class C’ = (X’, Y’,R’) if every 
,finite subclass of C is embeddable in C’. This notion applies to both of the above 
types of embeddings. 
Note that all (four) notions of embeddability that arise from the above definition are 
reflexive and transitive relations (over a collection of concept classes). Consequently, 
they induce pre-orderings over concept classes, namely, 
Notation 1. 
1. c <emb C’ iff there exists an embedding of C into C’. 
2. C &emb C’ iff there exists a generalized embedding of C into C’. 
3. c $,,, C’ C is weakly embeddable in C’. 
4. c $,,b C’ iff C is weakly embeddable in C’ using generalized embeddings. 
Note that C &,b C’, implies C -$,,b C’, C $mb C’ implies C diernb C’, and also 
C %nb C’ implies C &,,b C’ and C i:,,, C’ implies C -$emb C’. 
Observation 1. Let F,I denote the class of all binary vectors over d entries. That is, 
F,, == (X,Y,R) where X = {l,..., d},Y = {O,l}” and (x,~‘) E R iff U(X) = I. The 
VC-dimension of F‘i equals d, and for every class C of the same VC-dimension, 
Fd -&,,b C. 
Many combinatorial parameters, reflecting aspects of the combinatorial richness of 
classes, are invariant under the above notions of embeding. The following claim lists 
some examples of such parameters that arise in the context of computational learning 
theory. We refer the reader to [4] for a definition of PAC-learnability and to [l l] for 
a definition of online learning. 
Claim 2. 
1. C $&,,b C’ implies VC-dim (C) < VC-dim( C’). 
2. c $,,,, C’ implies that, for uny type cf compression scheme discussed helolcs, lf’ 
C’ has II compression scheme of some size, d, then so does C. 
3. C i&,,,, C’ implies that, for every e,6 > 0 and m E N, if C’ is (l:,(j)- PAC- 
learnable Gorn m examples then so is C. 
4. C $,,,b C’ implies that, for every m E N, tf’ C’ is online learnable with at most 
m many mistakes, then so is C. 
The proofs of the above claims follow quite easily from the relevant definitions. A 
proof of part 3 of the claim appears in [14]. 
The only statement in the claim that does not follow directly from the relevant 
definitions is part 2. The proof of part 2 involves a compactness consideration for 
compression schemes that will be discussed in Section 4. 
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Later on in the paper, we shall discuss some more parameters with the property that 
the partial orders they induce on classes are refined by $,,,,. Consequently, one may 
view these ordering relations as reflecting the ‘combinatorial richness’ of classes. 
Let us conclude this section be applying the notion of embedding to reprove a well 
known result relating the VC-dimension of a class to that of its dual class (we shall 
need this result later in Section 2). 
Claim 3 (Laskowski, [lo]). For any class C: 
log(VC-dim(C)) - 1 < VC-dim(CD) < 2VC-d’m(C)f’. 
Proof. As (CD)D = C it suffices to prove only the first inequality. Let X be an 
arbitrary set of cardinality k = [log(VC-dim(C))] ; let Y e {X’: X’ cX},Z A {Y’ : 
Y’c Y},A A (X, Y,E) and B g (Y,Z,E). 
The class A satisfies A -&b BD via the mapping n(x) e {X’ Cx : x E X’} and 
z(y) = y. The class B is -&,b-embeddable in any class of the same or greater VC-dim; 
hence, B &,b C, which implies BD &b CD. Since -&b is transitive, A j.&, CD; 
hence k = VC-dim(CD). 0 
Note that the inequalities of Claim 3 are tight, as demonstrated by the above 
class B. 
2. Universal classes for families of geometric objects 
The next natural concept to be defined is that of a class being an upper bound for 
a family of classes. This notion is analogous to that of a language being hard for a 
given compexity class in computational complexity theory. 
Definition 4. Let C be a class, Y a family of classes and any partial order on classes, 
3. We say that C is ~-universal for Y if, for every class W E Y, W 3 C. 
In this section we shall present some families of classes and demonstrate the exis- 
tence of universal classes for them with respect to the partial orders defined above. 
2.1. Some concrete classes of geometric objects 
We start our discussion of concrete classes by citing a definition that captures a wide 
family of ‘natural’ classes. This definition is due to Dudley [6] so we call members of 
this family Dudley classes. 
Definition 5. Let 9 be a collection of real-valued functions over some domain X. 
For a collection 9 which is a vector space over the reals (with respect to pointwise 
addition and scalar multiplication) and any h : X H R, 
a Dudley class is a class of the form D,-,h = (X, 9, RF,~), where 
R,-,h = {(x,f) : x E X, f E F, and f(x) + h(x)>O}. 
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In other words, letting pas(g) dAf{~ E X : g(x) > 0}, the concepts of RF,;, are exactly 
the sets {pos(J‘ + h) : ,f E F}. 
Dudley [6] proves that the VC-dimension of such a class, R,F.,,, equals the linear 
dimension of the vector space .F. 
The collection of half-spaces in R”, the collection of all subsets of W that are unions 
of at most k many intervals (for any fixed k), the collection of all subsets of W”+’ that 
are defined by polynomial inequalities using fixed degree polynomials in {xl,. ,x,,}, 
are all examples of Dudley classes. The class of all n-dimensional balls, as well as 
many other natural classes of geometric objects, are subclasses of Dudley classes of 
the same VC-dimension. All the results obtained in this paper for Dudley classes apply 
to such classes as well. 
We now introduce some concrete classes of geometric objects, these classes will be 
later shown to be universal w.r.t. families of Dudley classes. 
Notation 2. 
l Let H Sk denote the class of all half-spaces in R”, i.e., 
HS” = ( [Wk, [Wk+’ ,H) where H = {((xl,. ..,xk),(a, ,... u,x, + Uk+l 30) 
;z, 
l Let PHSk denote the class of positive half-spaces in [wk. That is, we restrict the class 
HS” by replacing Rk+’ by {(ul,...,ak+r): al > O}. 
l Let PHS$ denote the class of positive half-spaces in Rk that pass through the origin 
(the zero vector of Rk). That is, we restrict the set of concepts further by allowing 
Only VeCtOrS (al,. , ak, ak+ 1) in which the 1aSt COmpOnCnt, ok+ 1, iS zero. 
It should be noted that these classes are all Dudley classes. The following is well 
known [7]. 
Claim 4. For every k E N, 
1. VC-dim(HS”) = k + 1. 
2. VC-dim(PHS”) = k. 
3. VC-dim((HS”)D) = VC-dim((PHSk)D) = k 
4. VC-dim(PHS$ ) = k - 1. 
2.2. Universality theorems 
Theorem 1. Let k he any natural number and let c2’k denote the Jixrnil~~ sf’ Dud& 
classes qf’ dimension k. 
1. PH$+’ is &b-universal for 9k. 
2. (HSk)D is &b-universal for %k. 
3. PHS” is diernb -universal for .gk. 
4. (PHSk)D is -&m~-UniVerSU~ fbr .2k. 
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Proof. 
1. Let D,-, h = (X, F,R) be a k-dimensional Dudley class and let (ft , . . . , fk) be a 
linear basis for the space y-. Now, for f = cF=, ELfi, let 
r(f) = (Al>...>% 120) 
and, for any x E X let 
0) = (fl(X),‘..,fk(X),h(x)). 
2. (Using the notation of the previous item) For f E 9, let 
r(f) = (al,...,&) 
and, for x E X, let 
n(x) = (h(x), fl(X)> . > fk(X)). 
3. Applying part 1 of this theorem, it suffices to prove that PHSi+’ $,,,, PHSk. The 
proof of this statement is rather technical and is deferred to the Appendix for the 
sake of readability of this section. 
4. Applying part 2 of this theorem, it suffices to prove that (HSk)D 5iernb (PHSk)D. 
Let (A,B,H) be a finite subclass of (HSk)D, due to the finiteness of the class, we 
may replace each half-space a E A by a half-space a’ that induces the same partition 
over the points of B and so that no point of B is on its boundary hyper-plane. Now 
let r be the identity function on B, for each a E A, let n(a) be the positive half- 
space defined by the boundary of a’, and let o(a) be 0 if a is a positive half-space 
and 1 otherwise. 0 
A natural question that arises at this stage is if the universality of PHSk and (PHSk)D 
holds with respect to wider classes. By Claim 2, we know that no class whose VC- 
dimension exceeds k can be embedded in a class having VC-dimension k, but is it 
the case that PHSk and (PHSk)D are universal for the family of all classes of VC- 
dimention k? Alon, Frank1 and Rode1 [l] use a counting argument to show that there 
exist, for every IZ, concept classes of size n x n (i.e., both the domain set X and the 
set of concepts Y have cardinality n) that are not &,b - embeddable in PHSk unless 
k>n/32. As the VC-dimension of such a class cannot exceed log(n), it follows that 
some classes cannot be embedded in PHSk unless k is exponentially large than their 
VC-dimension. Ben-David et al. [3] have recently extended these results to prove that 
for every d > 10 and every k E N there exists a finite class Cd having VC-dimension 
d and yet being not embeddable in [Wk. These counting arguments are strong enough 
to guarantee non-generalized-embeddability. Note also that, as the classes Cd are all 
finite, their nonembedability is equivalent to being non-weakly-embeddable. 
The comninatorial parameters discussed in the following subsection will provide 
several ways to show non-embeddability in HSk for some concrete and rather simple 
classes. 
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2.3. Implications to VC-dimension related parameters 
The above results imply that, for many combinatorial parameters, the values of these 
parameters for the class of positive half-spaces (and its dual class) are upper bounds on 
the value of these parameters for any Dudley class of the same dimension. In Section 
4 below we shall discuss sample compression schemes for such classes. Let us mention 
here some other parameters for which these considerations yield new results. 
The following notion is discussed in [7] and is attributed there 
manuscript of E. Welzl. 
to an unpublished 
Definition 6. A concept class C = (X, Y,R) having some finite VC-dimension, k, 
is a maximum class if for every finite A LX the cardinality of F($ ) meets the 
upper bound of Sauer’s lemma. (That is, for IA 1 <k. IF(CI,~)~ = 21Al, and for 
Floyd and Warmuth [7, 81 have shown that for any set X c Rk whose points are 
in general position,2 (PHSk),, is a maximum class. Just the same, there are Dudley 
classes which do not have any nontrivial maximum subclass, namely: 
Claim 5. Every subclass of HSk with VC-dimension k + 1, whose domain set has 
cardinality greater than (k + 1)2 + k, is not a maximum class. 
Proof. Clearly, over any finite subset of R”, there are at most twice as many half-spaces 
than positive half-spaces. Let C be a subclass of HS” satisfying the claims assumptions. 
Let rl be any finite subset of the domain of C of cardinality > (k + 1)2 + k. As VC- 
dim(PHS”) = k, Sauer’s Lemma implies that IF(PK$)/ < cfZ, ( I;“). It follows that 
On the other hand, we have: 
Claim 6. Every Dudley class of dimension k is diernb embeddable in a maximum 
class of VC-dimension k. 
Proof. Let X be a dense subset of Rk in general position. 3 By [7], (PHSk)lx is a 
maximum class. Let D be a Dudley class of dimension k. By Theorem 1, D is -$,,h 
embeddable in PHSk. Let D’ be a finite subclass of D. Clearly, D’ is embeddable in 
* General position means that, for every i < k, any i-dimensional hyper-plane contains at most i points ot 
X. 
‘The existence of such a set follows from a standard infinite counting argument; Let (5, : z < Z”~l} 
enumrate all open balls in Rk. Define the sequence of points of X by (infinite) induction. Assuming {~r,i :
/I < ‘oc} is already defined, pick xa E B,\{xg : b < x}, so that xz does not share a hypher-plane with any 
(k - I )-tuple of point from {xp : p < cz}. This is always possible as the collection of forbidden hyper-planes 
has cardinality at most 1x1 x ‘R,, which is strictly less than 29’ 0, and no non-empty ball in Iw’ can be covered 
by a collection of hypher-planes of cardinality less than continuum. 
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a finite subclass of PHSk. Since X is dense, D’ is embeddable in a finite subclass of 
(PHSk)ix as well. 0 
The above claim does not hold for general (not Dudley) classes. Floyd and Warmuth 
[8] have presented examples of finite classes that cannot be extended to maximum 
classes of the same VC-dimension. In our terminology it means that they are not 
&,b-embeddable 4 in any maximum class of the same VC-dimension. 
Towards gaining a better understanding of the embeddability partial orders, we in- 
troduce two more parameters of a class C. These parameters are the VC-dimensions 
of images of C under two simple mappings of classes - mapping a class C to its dual 
class CD and mapping a class to its completion c, defined as follows. 
Notation 3. Given a class C = (X, Y, R), let i? be the relation over X x (Y x (0, 1)) 
defined by 
(x,(y,O)) E R iff (x,Y) E R and (X,(X 1)) E R iff (x,v) e R) 
We define the completion of a class C as the class c = (X, (Y x (0, l}),R). 
Claim 7. For any class, VC-dim(C) <2(VC-dim(C)) + 1. 
Proof. Note that c is the union of Co = (X, Y x 0, R) and Ci = (X, Y x l,??). Since VC- 
dim(C) = VC-dim(Ca) = VC-dim(Ct ), by Claim 1: VC-dim(C) <2(VC-dim(C)) + 1. 
0 
The following claim extends Claim 2 to the new parameters. Namely, it relates the 
embeddings partial orders to those induced by the VC-dimension of the dual of a class 
and of its completion. 
Claim 8. 
1. Cl $,,b C, implies Cl 5iemb ??2, and therefore, VC-dim(Ci ) <VC-dim(Cz). 
2. Ci $+m;nb CZ implies Cf 3&b C’f, and therefore, VC-dim( Cp) d VC-dim( C,“). 
3. Cl d&b 
-D 
C, implies C, 5zm,, cf, and therefore, VC-dim(Cp) < VC-dim($)). 
Corollary 2. For every jnite k, 
1. If C is a k-dimensional Dudley class then VC-dim(C) <k + 1. 
2. Zf C is a k-dimensional Dudley class then VC-dim(CD) <k + 1. 
Proof. 
1. Applying part 3 of Theorem 1, we know that C i&b PHSk. The claim now follows 
by applying part 1 of Claim 8 and noting that PHSk $&,,_, HSk. ’ 
4 Note that, for finite classes, embeddability and weak-embeddability coincide. 
5 The reason we write ‘d&b’ rather than ‘=’ is only formalistic ~ we have defined HSk and PHSk as 
classes of closed half-spaces, so the complement of an element of PHSk is not a member of HSk. In Section 
4 we shall see that this difference can be neglected for out purposes. 
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2. Applying part 2 of Theorem 1, we have C $,;nb (HZ@)D, by part 2 of Claim 8 
we conclude that VC-dim(CD)<VC-dim(((HSk)D)D). Now just note that, for every 
class, ((C)D)D = C and recall that VC-dim(HSk) = k + 1. 0 
In the following examples, we apply Claim 8 to obtain some non-embeddability 
results for natural classes. 
Example 1. Recall that Fd denotes the class of all binary vectors over d entries (Fd = 
(X,Y,R) whereX = {l,..., d}, Y = {O,l}X and (x, r) E R iff u(x) = 1) VC-dim(Fd) = 
d while VC-dim((Fd)D) = Llog(d)J (as 1YI = d it cannot exceed jlog(d)i, and as 
its dual class has VC-dimension d, Claim 3 implies that it cannot be smaller than 
[log(d)]). It folows that (Fd)D is not diernb -embeddable in PHSk for any k less than 
d. Consequently, (F2d)D is an example of a class whose VC-dimension is d and it is 
not embeddable in any Dudley class of dimension < 2” - 1. 
Example 2. For any k <n E N, let HW,” denote the class of binary vectors of length 
n having at most k many non-zero entries (i.e., the class whose representing matrix, 
AHU;“, has these vectors as its rows). 
Note the VC-dim(HW/) = k and, whenever n 32k + 1, VC-dim(HW/) = 2k + 1. It 
follows that HW” is not -x* 
We therefore iave, for i:?$ 
-embeddable in PHSd for any d d 2k - 1. 
value of k, an example of a rather simple class of VC- 
dimension k that is not embeddable in PHS2k-’ and, consequently, cannot be extended 
to any d-dimensional Dudley class, for any d < 2k. 
On the other hand, the class HW$ is &,b -embeddable in a 2k-dimensional Dudley 
class as follows. Let I” denote the class of the union of at most k line intervals, i.e., 
Ik A ([w, Y, E) where Y = {A c R : A is the union of at most k closed intervals}. 
Clearly, for any n, HW; -&b I”. The class Ik is a 2k-dimensional Dudley class, DF,,, 
were h(x) = ,y2k and 9 the vector space of polynomials whose degree is at most 2k- I. 
3. Sample compression schemes 
Given a class of sets, C = (X, Y, R), a sample-compression scheme for C is a mapping 
from (input) sequences of elements of X (‘examples’), labeled according to the truth 
value of R(x,y) for some fixed y E Y, to short sub-sequences. It is required that the 
labels of the examples in the input sequence can be reconstructed from the short sub- 
sequence. The size of a sample compression scheme for a class C is the (minimal) 
upper bound on the length of the sub-sequences in the range of this mapping. 
Sample compression schemes where first introduced by Littlestone and Warmuth 
[ 121 and studied extensively by Floyd [7] and Floyd and Warmuth [S]. These papers 
establish close relationships between compression schemes and learning and provide 
sample compression schemes for several families of concept classes. 
A simple counting arguments shows that, up to a constant factor, the VC-dimension 
of a class C is a lower bound on the size of compressed sub-sequences of any 
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compression scheme for C. The question whether the VC-dimension determines also 
an upper bound (on the minimal sufficient size of compressed images) is an intriguing 
open problem. 
In this section we shall show that, for all Dudley classes, compression schemes of 
size equal to their VC-dimension do exist. Furthermore, for all geometric classes we 
can find finite-size compression schemes. 
We shall discuss three variants of this notion, the first two - labeled compression 
and unlabeled compression - were introduced in the works of Floyd, Littlestone and 
Warmuth mentioned above, while the third - array compression - is a new variant of 
the previous notions. For the clarity of representation, let us begin by formally defining 
the basic version of sample compression schemes. 
Notation 4. 
For partial functions f ,y, let g C f denote that f is an extension of g (i.e. 
Dam(g) cDom(f) and, for x E Dam(g), g(x) = f(x)). 
Recall the F(C) denotes the representation of a class C as a class of boolean 
functions over its domain X (Definition 2). Let F(C)<03 denote the set of finite 
partial functions of functions in F(C), 
F(C)<=! = {g :Dom(g) fi t 1s ni e and, for some f E F(C), g & f } 
Finally, 
For any finite d, let F(C)Gd denote the set of functions in F(C)<” whose domain 
is of size <d. 
Definition 7 (Floyd [7]). A size-d labeled compression scheme for a class C is a map- 
ping 
H : F(C)@ t--+ (0, 1}X 
such that, for any f E F(C)‘” there exists some g E F(C)Gd, so that 
A function H as in the above definition is called a reconstruction function. We have 
chosen to define compression schemes via their reconstruction functions. Clearly, given 
a reconstruction function H as above, a converse compression function (mapping f to 
an appropriate g) exists as well. 
Let us show a few simple examples: 
Example 3. For k <n E N, recall that HW,” denotes the class of binary vectors 
length n whose Hamming weight is at most k. The function H defined by 
of 
is a size-k compression scheme for HW/. 
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It turns out that the above compression scheme is a special case of a scheme that 
applies to a wide family of classes, namely, 
Example 4. Let C = (X, Y,R) be an intersection-closed class, i.e., for every yt, yz E Y 
there exists y3 E Y such that cy? = cl’, n cy2. Define a reconstruction function, H, by 
H(g)(x) = 1 iff x E n {cX : y-t(l)Cc,} 
Clearly, for all y E F(C)<“O, g L H(g). Natarajan [13] proves that for intersection 
closed classees C, 
‘Jf E F(C)<“, 3A C f-‘(l), so that IAl <VC - dim(C) 
and .I-‘(l)cn{cy :Acc,.} 
It follows that H is a compression scheme of size equal to the VC-dimension of C 
(provided C is intersection-closed). 
Note that in both of the examples above the compression scheme, H, is actually 
stronger than what is required by Definition 7. The function H in these examples can 
be restricted to positive examples only - it uses only a subsample of f’s domain on 
which f(x) = 1. Examples as these motivate the following definition of a stronger 
type of compression schemes. 
For a set X, let P(X) denote the power set of X (that is, the set of all subsets of 
X), and let P(X)Gd denote the set of all subsets of X whose cardinality is at most d. 
Definition 8 (Floyd [S]). A size-d unlabeled compression scheme for a class C is a 
mapping 
H : .9(X)+j H (0, l}X 
such that, for any f E F(C)‘” there exists some A E .3’(X)Gd, such that 
A C Dom(.f) and f C H(A) 
Note that the compression schemes in Examples 3 and 4 above are, in fact, unlabeled 
compression schemes. 
In this work we shall discuss yet another variant of compression schemes. 
Definition 9. Given a concept class C = (X, Y,R), let b be any symbol such that 
b $ X U Y. A size-d array compression .scheme for a class C is a mapping 
H : (X u (6))” H (0, l}” 
such that, for any f E F(C)<” there exists some (T E (X U {l~})~, 
Range(o)CDom(f)U {b} and f C H(a) 
(where, for a sequence cr = ( 1,. . . , ad), Range(o) is the set { 1,. . . , ad}). 
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Array compression may be viewed as reflecting a computer program that stores the 
information gathered by viewing a long sequence of labeled examples (the function f) 
in a d-size array memory in which every cell may either contain one of the examples 
seen in f or may be left blank. Note that, as the domain of H in array compres- 
sion schemes is a set of sequences (rather than just sets), such schemes can encode 
information into the ordering of the stored examples. 
The following lemmata are straightforward. 
Lemma 2. If a class C has an unlabeled-compression scheme of size k then it has 
an array-compression scheme of size k. 
Lemma 3. If a class C has a labeled-compression of size k then it has an array- 
compression scheme of size 2k. 
Array compression schemes may be viewed as a special case of a more general 
definition of compression. Floyd and Warmuth introduce extended sample compression 
schemes that are allowed to store, on top of a finite set of sample points from the 
domain of the compressed function (f ), a finite set of bits. 
It follows that any result concerning these extended schemes is valid for array com- 
pression schemes as well. In particular, this applies to the results of Littlestone and 
Warmuth [12] that the existence of compression schemes of finite size implies PAC 
learnability, and to the results of Ben-David, Bshouty and Kushilevitz [2], showing 
that the existence of computationally efficient compression schemes6 for a class C im- 
plies the existence of efficient Online Learning algorithms for the class of all boolean 
combinations of members of C. 
Floyd [7] and Floyd and Warmuth [8] establish the existence of labeled compression 
schemes for all maximum classes to size equal to their VC-dimension. This implies, 
as a special case, sample compression of size k to the class of positive half-spaces 
over a set of points in general position in [Wk. Floyd [7] also presents size 5 and 6 
labeled-sample compression schemes for the class of rectangles in R2 and for the class 
of triangles in R2 (respectively). In the next section we shall introduce, for any k E N, 
k + l-size un-labeled compression schemes for any class of geometric objects in [Wk. 
Before we do that, we develop in the next two subsections, some basic technical 
tools concerning compression schemes. 
3.1. A compactness lemma for compression schemes 
Lemma 4. Let C be a class, n an integer and T one of the following types of com- 
pression schemes: ‘unlabeled, ‘labeled or ‘array’. Then if any jinite subclass of C 
admits a type z compression scheme of size n then so does C. 
6A compression scheme is computationally eficient if the function H from samples to (representations 
of) boolean functions over A’ can be computed in polynomial time (in the input sample size). We do not 
discuss the compuational complexity aspects of compression schemes in this paper. 
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Proof. We consider only the case of array compression. The proof for the other cases 
is similar. Our proof is based on the Compactness Theorem of Predicate Logic. 
Let C = (X, Y,R) be a class s.t. any finite subclass of C admits an array compression 
of size II. Assume, w.l.o.g., that X n Y = 8 and b $ X U Y. Let Z =X U {b}. 
Consider the two-sorted model U = (Z, Y;X,R, 6,x, y)x6x,ltr. This is, the universe 
of I1 is Z U Y; 21 has the unary predicates Z, Y and X, the binary predicate R, the 
constant b, the constant x for each x E X and the constant Y for each y E Y. The 
language of U has the unary predicated Z, Y and 2, the binary predicates ‘=’ and l?, 
the constant symbol &, and constant symbols x^ and 9 for any x E X and y E Y. 
Let fi be an (n + I)-ary predicate symbol. For an integer k, let IJ~ be the sentence: 
$k 4~‘yEYvx ,,..., XkEXgZ ,,..., Z,,Ez: Zi = iV Zj = Xi )I 
Define r = {I/Q : k = 1,2,. . .}. Note that r “says” that the class admits an array 
compression of size n via the function H : z” H { 0, 1 }” defined by 
77(Z)(x) = 1 * H(&x). 
Let drt be the diagram of U - the set of all atomic sentences and negation of atomic 
sentences which hold in U. Define Tf = r U Ali. Since any finite subclass of C has 
an array compression of size n, it follows that any finite subset of r+ has a model. 
By the Compactness Theorem, r+ has a model. 
Let 11’ = (Z’, Y’,X’,R’,b’,x’, y’,H’)xEX,yEY be a model of r+. Since a,, c rs, we 
may assume that U is a sub-model of IL’. Consider the class C’ = (X’, Y’, R’). The 
class C’ admits an array compression of size n, and C is a subclass of C’. Hence, C 
admits such a compression. 0 
A consequence of Lemma 4 is: 
Lemma 5. Let T he one of the following types of compression schemes: ‘unlabeled’. 
‘laheleu” or ‘array’. Assume C admits u T-compression qf size n and C’ $,,h C. 
Then C’ admits a z-compression of size n. 
3.2. Cartesian product of classes 
In this section we define the Cartesian Product of classes and show that if all the 
component classes admit an array compression of a finite size, then so does their 
product. (It is yet unknown whether the same holds for any other type of compression.) 
In Section 5 below we use this result to establish that all the geometric classes admit 
an array compression. 
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Let us henceforth assume that the logical value True is 1 and False is 0. We use 
the following notation to denote sequences and their elements. U denotes a sequence of = 
elements; ui or (u)i denotes the i-th elements of ii; v denotes a sequence of sequences; 
Vi or (V)i denotes the i-th sequences of E, and Uij or (Ui)j denotes the j-th element of 
the i-th sequence of i. 
Definition 10. Let Ct = (Xl, Yt, Rl), . . . , ck = (xk, Yk,&) be classes and f a k-ary 
Boolean function (i.e., f : (0, l}k H (0, 1)). The f-Cartesian product of Cl,. . ., ck, 
denoted (Cl x CZ x . . . x Ckf is the class C = (X, Y, R) where 
X 2 X, x X2 x . . . x&Y g Y, x Y’x . . . x Y, 
and 
W&y) =f (Rl(xl,yl),R2(~z,Y2),...Rk(Xk,Yk)) 
Example 5. Let f be the ‘and’ function and let C be the class of line intervals, i.e., 
C = @{b,Yl : x, y E R A x < y} , E). Then (C x C)f is the class of axes parallel 
rectangles. 
Lemma 6. Let Cl,. . . , ck and Ci,. . . , CL be classes s. t. Ci &,,b C’! for all 1 <i < k, 
and let f be a k-ary Boolean function. Then (Cl x . . . x Ck).f &,b (Cl x . . . x Ci)f. 
The same holds for 5&b instead of &,b. 
Proof. The proof is immediate. 0 
The above lemma does not hold for -&mb or diernb. As a counter example, consider 
the classes C and C’ represented by the following matrices, where rows represent 
concepts and columns represent domain points: 
c=(;;), cd=(;) 
Clearly, C 51ernb C’. Let f be the ‘and’ function. Then 
Clearly, (C x C)f is not -&e&, than (C’ x C’)f. 
We next show that if all the components of a Cartesian product admit an array 
compression, then so does the product. 
Lemma 7. Let Cl,. . . , ck be classes s. 1. each Ci admits an array compression of 
size ni, and let f be a k-ary Boolean function. Then (Cl,. . , Ck)f admits an array 
compression of size Cf=, ni. 
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Proof. For i = 1,. . , k, let Ci = (Xi, Yi, Ri) and let H; : (X, U (6) )“! H (0, I}” be a 
reconstruction function of C,. Let (Cl x . x Ck)/ = C = (X, Y, R, ), n = cfz, n,, and 
define mj = Cj=, ni. 
For T E (XC_(b))“, l<i<k, and l<j<l<n, define:y[j,I](i) 6 (Zj,l,Z,+I,i,....Z,.,) 
where, in this definition, bi = 6. 
Define H : (X U {b}>n H (0, l}” by: 
H(z)(x) = f (H&P, ml1 (1 )&I 1, ff2(z [ml + l,m21(2))(xz), . 1 
Hk(Z [mk-I + l,mkl(k))(xk)). 
To show that H is a reconstruction function for C, let X’ be a finite subset of X and 
ye Y. 
For 1 <i <k, define X/ A {xl : X E X’}. Since X/ is a finite subset of Xi and Hi a 
reconstruction function for Ci, there is z& E (X/ U {b})“l s.t. Hi(d(x) = R,(x,y;) for 
any x E X/. There is g E (X’U (6))” s.t.: z [m;_l + l,m,] (i) = UI for all 1 <i<k. For 
this z= and any X E X’: 
H(z)@) = f ( H i mll(l))(x1),H2(~[ml + l,m21G’>>(x2>,..., I(-[l, 
ffk(Z[W-1 + l,mkl(k))h)) 
= .f (ffdu’ )@I 1, H2<~>(~2), . . . > ffk(Uk >(xk ,> 
=~(R~(xI,Y~),R~(x~,Y~),...,R~(X~,Y~)) 
= R&y). 0 
4. Compressing the dual class of half-spaces 
In this section we show that (HSn)D, the dual class of half-spaces of R”, admits an 
unlabeled compression scheme of size n. This implies that any Dudley class C admits 
an unlabeled compression scheme of size VC-dim(C). 
Let us begin by an inituitive overview of our compression scheme, we shall then go 
on to a precise formal presentation. Note that a sample in (HS”)D is a finite collection 
of half-spaces labeled according to the way they classify the target point. Such a sample 
forms a ‘cell’ in W, (and the target point is in this cell). Any point inside this cell 
gives rise to the same classification of all the sample’s half-spaces. 
Applying the compactness lemma (Lemma 4), we may settle for designing a com- 
pression scheme for finite classes only. For such a classes, we show that one may 
assume that the points and half-spaces of the class are in ‘general position’. Given a 
class that meets these assumptions, we show that there always exists some reference 
point t that has some desired property (Definition 14 below) with respect to our class. 
Once such a point is fixed our compression scheme works as folows: given a sample 
let y be the cell it defines and let m,(y) be the point on the cells boundary which is 
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closest to t. We show that such a point is determined by at most n many half-spaces 
for the sample, and use q(g) to determine labels to half-spaces (according to the way 
they classify this point). As the target point and ml(g) are in the same cell defined 
by the sample, such a labeling scheme agrees with the original labels on each of the 
sample’s half-spaces. 
Let us turn now to a rigorous presentation of the compression scheme. We consider 
R” to be an n-dimensional linear space over the real field and a metric space, where the 
metric is the Euclidean distance d. The dimension n is fixed throughout this section. 
Definition 11. We refer to memebers of R” as points. A j-dimensional coset is a 
nonempty subet of R” of the form y + q where y E R” and q is a j-dimensional linear 
subspace of R”. A singleton is a O-dimensional coset, a line is a l-dimensional coset, 
and a hyper-plane is an (n - 1)-dimensional coset. A half-space is a subset of IF!” of 
the form 
where q is an (n - 1 )-dimensional linear subspace, y is a point not in q, and b E R. So, 
a half-space is a closed convex subset of R” whose boundary is a hyper-plane. For any 
hyper-plane there are exactly two half-spaces whose bounndaries are that hyper-plane; 
we refer to two such half-spaces as adjacent half-spaces. Let H” denote the set of all 
half-spaces of R”. 
In this section we use the following definition of (HS”)D. 
(HS”)D 4 (X,Y,R);X 4 H”U{W,B}, Y p lR”andR(x,y) A y EX. 
This (HS”)D differs from its namesake of Notation 2; however, the two classes are 
< _-emb- embeddable one in the other. 
We show that (HF’)D admits an unlabeled compression scheme’ of size n. To 
this end, we build a small machinery which is based on linear algebra, and use the 
following elementary lemmas whose proof is omitted. 
Lemma 8. Let q and q be cosets of dimensions j and n - 1. Then q n p is either 
empty or a coset of dimension j orj- 1. 
For q c Rn let B(q) denote the 
B(Q) g {W(Q) : q E QI. 
boundary of q. For Q, a set of subsets of II%“, define 
Lemma 9. Let L be a jinite set of lines, g a jinite set of points and s a half-space. 
Then there is a half-space s’ s. t. 
1. B(s’) n 1 is a singleton for any 1 E L. 
7 As far as compression is concerned, it is clearly irrelevant whether (HY’)D is composed of the open 
half-spaces the closed half-spaces or both. 
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2. s’ Ti g = s n y. 
3. B(d)ng = 0. 
Definition 12. Let t be a point and g a closed, convex and nonempty subset of KY. 
We denoe by m,(g) the unique point y of g s.t. d(t,y) = min{d(t,x) : x E g}. 
Lemma 10. Let q’ c q be cosets of dimensions j and (j + 1). Then {t : m,(q) E q’} 
is a hypes-plane. 
Definition 13. Let P be a set of hyper-planes. We say that P is regular if for any 
P’ c P: 
1. If IP’l <n then fIP’ is an (n - IP’I)-dimensional coset. 
2. If IP’l > n then nP’ = 0. 
Definition 14. Let t be a point and P a regular set of hyper-planes. We say that 
t separates P if for any P’ and P”, distinct subsets8 of P of cardinality at most 
n, m,(nP’) # m,(nP). 
Lemma 11. Let P be a regular,finite set qf hyper-planes. Then there is a point t that 
separates P. 
Proof. It suffices to show that there is a point t s.t. m,(nP’) $2’ p for any P’ C P, lP’I 
< n and p E P - P’. By Lemma 10 for q = nP’ and q’ = (nP’) n p, and since R” 
is not the union of finitely many hyper-planes, there is such a t. 0 
Definition 15. For a half-space s, let s (‘1 denote the half-space adjacent to s, and s( ’) 
denote the half-space s, For a hyper-plane p and a point y not in p, let h( p, y) denote 
the half-space s s.t. B(s) = p and y E s. 
Henceforth, let P be a regular finite set of hyper-planes and t a point that separates P. 
Definition 16. For a point y define P(J) 42 {p E P : y E p}. Based on P and t we 
now define, for each point y, a partial function ry from the set of hyper-planes to 
the set of half-spaces s.t. whenever T,(p) is defned then B(T,(p)) = p’, i.e., rJ( p) 
chooses one of the two adjacent half-spaces whose boundary is p. T,.(p) is defined 
according to the following two adjacent half-spaces whose boundary is p. r,,(p) is 
defined according to the following three cases: 
Case 1: y @ p : Define &(p) A h(p, y). 
Case 2: y E p, p E P and m,(nP(J’)) = y : let x = m,(n(P(‘) - {p})). Since t 
separates P, we have x # y and x # p. Define r,(p) A (h(p,x))(‘). 
Case 3: Otherwise: T,(p) is undefined. 
‘Note that P’ P” may be empty; if P’ (say) is empty, we define nP’ a IQ” 
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Definition 17. Define a cell to be any nonemtpy subset of R” which is intersection of 
finitely many half-spaces. A cell of P is a cell of the form nS where S is a finite set 
of half-spaces, B(S) c P, and S has no adjacent half-spaces. 
Lemma 12. Let q be a cell of P with q = nS and B(S) c P, and let y = mr(q). Then 
1. ?n&-lP(~)) = y. 
2. P(Y) c B(S). 
3. s = T,(B(s)) for any s E S. 
Proof. Assume m,(nP(J’)) = z # y. Clearly, 
is convex, it includes the line interval [y, z]. 
the other hand, for any s E S: if y E B(s) 
then [y,z] n s = [y, y’] # [y, y]. Therefore 
establishes (1). 
d(t,z) < d(t,y) and z $! q. Since nP(Y) 
On the one hand, [y, z] n q = [y, y]. On 
then [y,z] n s = [y,z], and if y @ B(s) 
[y,z] n q # [y, y]; a contradiction. This 
To establish (2), assume m,(n(P(J')nB(S))) = z # y. All the arguments of the previ- 
ous paragraph hold and lead to the same contradiciton. Hence, ml(n(P(J’)nB(S))) = y. 
Since t separates P, we have P(v) c B(S). 
To establish (3) let s E S. Say first that y # B(s). By case 1 of rY definition, 
T,(B(s)) = h(B(s), y). This and y E s imply T,(B(s)) = s. 
Say next that y E B(s). By case 2, T,(B(s)) = (h(p,x))(‘) with x = m,(n(P(J’) - 
{B(s)})). Consider the line interval [y,x]. Since d(t,x) < d(t,y), we have [y,x]nq = 
[y, y]. But for any s’ E S - {s}, [y,x] nd # [y, y]. Hence, [y,x] ns = [y, y]; therefore 
x # s; this implies T,(B(s)) = s. 0 
Definition 18. We say that C = (S,Z,R), a subclass of (FIK?“)~, is regular if lV,Q) $ S, 
S has no adjacent half-spaces, B(S) is regular and 9 (UB(S)) n Z) = 0. 
Lemma 13. Let C = (S,Z, R) be a finite subclass of (HSn)D Then there is a regular 
subclass of (HS”)D, C’ = (S’,Z,R), isomorphic to C. 
Proof. By inductin on ISI and using a Lemma 9. El 
Theorem 3. The class (HS”)D admits an unlabeled compression of size n. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 it suffices to show that any finite subclass of (HS”)b admits such 
a compression. Let C = (S,Z,R) be a finite subclass. By lemma 13 we may assume 
that C is regular. Set P 6 B(S) and let t and r be as above. 
Lt f: S’+ {O,l} be a sample under C (S’ is a subset of S). Let S” = {s(fcs)) : 
s E S’}. Pick z E Z which is consistent with f. Since z E S”, we have q A f-S” # 0; 
i.e., q is a cell of P. 
9 The last requirement, (nB(S)) n Z = 0, is actually not used. We include this requirement to remark that 
it is irrelevant whether (HS”)D is composed of open or closed half-spaces. 
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Let y = m,(q). By lemma 12, rl’ reconstructs the sample f and y is determined 
from some S*, a subset of S’ with IS*1 <n, by y = m,(n&S*)). Cl 
By Lemma 1, (HS”)D is a -&b-universal class for all Dudley classes whose VC-dim 
is at most II. This implies: 
Theorem 4. Let C be A Dudley class. Then C admits an unlabeled compression qf 
size VC-dim (C). 
5. Compression of geometric classes 
In this section we consider geometric classes - classes whose relation R is over the 
real field and is definable there by first-order logic. Geometric classes have being stud- 
ied by Goldberg and Jerrum [9] lo They have shown that all geometric classes have a . 
finite VC-dimension and established upper bounds on the VC-dimension of a geometric 
class as a function of the syntax of its first order formula representation. We show that 
any geometric class admits an array compression of a finite size. The technique of [9] 
can be used to establish an upper bound on the size of the array compression. It is yet 
unknown whether all geometric classes admit a finite-size compression of a stronger 
type. 
Consider the following model: 
The language 2 of U has the binray function symbols ‘+’ and ‘.‘, the binary predicate 
symbols ‘=’ and ‘ 3’ and the constant symbols ‘7 for each r E II??. 
Definition 19. Let R be a j-ary relation over [w. R is dejinable in U if there is a 
formula cp( vt , . . . , Vj) Of 9 S.t. for any rr,. . . ,rj E R: 
R(rl,. . . ,ri) H II k q(rl,. . . ,rj). 
A geometric class is a class C = (X, Y, R) where X = 1w’, Y = 5%” and the (l+m)-ary 
relation R/(x,, . . . ,x/, yt,. . . , y,,,) = R(x, y) is definable in U. 
Tarski and Robinson [5] have established that U admits elimination of quantifiers; 
that is, for any formula cp( ~1,. . , U,j) of 6p there is a quantifier free formula (?)(vi, . , I‘,) 
s.t. 
u b vu,,... Vj 1 q(V],. . Uj) H @(VI,. . . ,Vj). 
Note that any quantifier free formula of 9 can be expressed as 
f(pl(Ul~..~3uj)30, P2(u13...3 Vj)>O ,..., Pk(Vl,..., V/)20) 
lo Geometric classes are called there “Concept Classes Parameter&d by Real Numbers”. 
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where f is a k-ary Boolean function and each Pi is a polynomial in the variables 
Vl,...,Vj. 
Theorem 5. Let C be a geometric lass. Then C admits an array) compression scheme 
of size n for some finite n. 
Proof. Let c = (X, Y, R) with X = [w’ and Y = [Wm. Let R be expressed by 
f(Pl (x1 ,... Xl,Yl,... ,Ym)~O,...,Pk(Xl,...,XI,Yl,...,Ym)30) 
as above 
For each 1 <id k, the class Ci A (R’, R”, Pi(Xl, . . . ,x1, yr , . . , ym) 3 0) is embeddable 
in a Dudley class; hence, by Theorem 4, it has an array compression scheme of a finite 
size, say ni. By Lemma 7, the class C’ = (X’, Y’, R’) = (Cl x . . . x Ck)f has an array 
compression scheme of size n = Et, ni. 
Let C = (2, Y,R) be the subclass of C’ where i = {(x,x,. . . ,x) E X’1.x E R’} and 
Y = {(y, y,. . . , y) E Y’jy E R*}. Clearly, C is a isomorphic to C. Since C has an 
array compression scheme of size n, so does C. 0 
Appendix. PHSZ 3iernb PHS-’ 
We show here that PHS& the class of positive half-spaces that pass through the 
origin, is 3iernb than PHS”-‘, the class of positive half-spaces in IX”-‘. To this end, 
we use the terminology of Section 4 and define PHS;I and PHS” as follows. 
Definition A.l. Pick a point y of R” different form the origin 0. Define: 
PHS” e (R”,SJ’,E);S~ A {s~H”)3x~[W”:x~sAx+yEs}. 
Define PHS;f = (R”, S{, E) as the subclass of PHS” where 
s,p A {s E s* : 0 E B(s)}. 
Note that, up to an isomorphism, the classes PHS” and PHS;f are independent of y. 
We use the following elementary lemma. 
Lemma A.2. Let 1 be a line and L a jinite set of lines, none of which is paralled to 
1. Then there is a hyper-plane p such that p n I = 0 and p n I’ is a singleton for 
any 1’ E L. 
For two distinct points, x and y, let Z(x, y) denote the line passing through x and y. 
Lemma A.3. PHSZ A&, PHS-‘. 
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Proof. Let PHSZ = (W, Sop, E), let y be the selected point according to Definition 20, 
and let C’ = (Z’, Q, E) be a finite subclass of PHS:. 
Since 1(O,y) n B(s) = (0) f or any s E Q, there is a finite subclass of PHS”,, C = 
(Z, Q, E), isomorphic to C’ s.t. Z n Z(0, y) = 0. By Lemma 14, there is hyper-plane p 
s.t. p n 1(0, y) = 0 and p n l(O,z) is a singleton (say (2)) for any z E Z. 
Consider the class D A (p, G, E) where G = {p n s : s E S,“}. Clearly, D is 
isomorphic to PHS-’ . 
To establish a generalised embedding of C into D, define the functions 7~ : Z H p, 
z:Q-Ganda:X~{O,l}asfollows.~(z)~~,z(s)~~np,anda(z)=1 iff0 
is in the line-interval [z,;]. 
Since a half-space and its complement are convex, for any z E Z and s E Q : z E s 
iff [n(z) E z(s) @ g(z) = 0. That is, (TC,Z,(T) constitute a generalised embedding of C 
into D. q 
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